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The Israel Export &
International Cooperation Institute
Israel’s Fintech Industry is one of the world’s leading Industries. In recent years,
multinational financial institutions have established R&D operations in Israel in
order to take advantage of the know-how and technological capabilities of the
local industry and to collaborate with Israeli Fintech companies.
More than 250 Israeli Fintech companies are exporting their technologies in the
following areas: payment technologies, loans, capital management and savings,
money transfers and virtual currencies.
The Fintech Sector at The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute
works to create business opportunities for Israeli companies in the field, by
participating in national pavilions at important international Fintech exhibitions,
publishing and hosting professional delegations, organizing Fintech conferences,
and planning Israeli Technology Days in cooperation with financial institutions
around the world.

Mr. Rotem Brakin

Manager, Fintech

Tel +972 3 514 2955

Mobile +972 54 5555 167

rotemb@export.gov.il

www.export.gov.il
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The Foreign Trade Administration
at the Ministry of Economy & Industry
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and
Industry manages and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy.
Through our headquarters in Jerusalem together with over 40 economic and
trade missions in key financial centers throughout the world, the FTA promotes
Israel’s economy worldwide.
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli
government’s efforts to boost our industries in foreign markets. Our team of
highly experienced economic representatives and business consultants provide
a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to the international business
community.
The FTA is divided into three main divisions, each promoting the Israeli economy
in distinct and significant ways:
•

The Trade Promotion Division - works to ensure the continued development
of Israel’s exports

•

The Trade Policy and International Agreements Division - responsible
for Israel’s free trade agreements, maintaining and developing intergovernmental relations and addressing regulatory barriers that affect Israeli
industry

•

The International Projects and Financing Division - offers different programs
that support Israeli companies in their business operations abroad

Mr. Itzhak (Tsahi) Reich

North America Affairs, Foreign Trade Administration

Tel +972 2 666 2699 Mobile +972 54 432 7661
itzhak.reich@economy.gov.il www.israel-trade.net
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AU10TIX

www.au10tix.com

Risk and compliance meet competitiveness and higher
profitability in multi-channel customer acquisition
Solution at a Glance
AU10TIX automates customer ID authentication and onboarding with the only 2nd
generation technology on the market today. AU10TIX technology enables client such
as Paypal, Google and other service providers including banks fully automate customer
onboarding and KYC initiation with a simple image of customer IDs and selfie picture.

Product & Technologies
AU10TIX BOS is the only one on the market today offering 100% automated (No data
entry, no human “review”) ID image capture, recognition, content retrieval (Even from
non-MRZ, non-barcode, non-standard IDs) and forensic-level forgery and counterfeiting
detection. Standard solutions are semi-automated, primarily OCR data based that perform
significantly less with sub-optimal image qualities that characterize online/mobile
channels.

Our Offering
10TIX enables fully-automated customer onboarding and KYC initiation, with special
relevance to regulated markets. Using AU10TIX technology enables robuster compliance
and fraud prevention while increasing conversion success chances, reducing back-office
costs, and increasing operating efficiency. 8 seconds – a simple picture by regular mobile
devices or scanners – workable exception reporting – superior handling of sub-optimal
image qualities. These are among the benefits that made AU10TIX BOS the solution of
choice of the biggest names, in the most competitive markets, operating under strictest
KYC regulations.

Looking for Funding
No, but open to meet investors.
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BondIT

www.bonditglobal.com

Boost revenues utilizing machine learning for fixed income
optimization
Solution at a Glance
BondIT drives sales by empowering relationship managers and trading desks with machine
learning based, data-driven, personalized, optimal investment recommendations thus
increasing trade flow and revenues. BondIT improves the customer’s experience by
constructing tailor-made, intelligent portfolios and providing on-demand comprehensive
reports.

Product & Technologies
With BondIT you can construct optimized portfolios within 90 seconds. You can use
dozens of portfolio level and bond level constraints. The constraints can be simple static
(filter) ones or complex dynamic (range of weights) constraints - thus allowing you
to easily construct tailor-made portfolios for your customer. Utilizing state of the art
machine learning capabilities, we bring innovation to the world of fixed income portfolio
management.

Our Offering
Driving up bond sales by enhancing client’s satisfaction while reducing internal friction.

Looking for Funding
No, but open to meet investors.
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CallVU

www.callvu.com

Redefining customer engagement through an omni-channel
customer experience
Solution at a Glance
CallVU’s innovative Engagement HUB provides a single self-service / BOT journey to
customers in their channel of choice, by delivering social and messaging channels and
overlaying existing digital channels.

Product & Technologies
Over the past few years, with the huge adoption of various forms of digital communication,
companies have been investing in customer care through these new channels. Despite
this, consumer dissatisfaction remains high. Inbound customer care calls have increased
and the cost of serving these calls with a live operator is high. At CallVU we address these
challenges. CallVU makes it easy for businesses to migrate customers to digital selfservice, enhance the omni-channel customer experience, improve call center productivity
and increase revenue.

Our Offering
Innovative Digital Transformation.

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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Capitalise

www.capitalise.ai

Capitalise is your personal investment assistance that speaks
your language
Solution at a Glance
Capitalise is the innovative way that lets you use natural language to make your investment
ideas come to life. Capitalise simplifies the investment process by taking simple words
and converting them into executable and optimized investments. We bridge between the
simplicity of common words and the complex world of automated trading.

Product & Technologies
There is no technology that takes the full range of natural language and translates it
into executable investment scenarios. We make it super simple to create even the most
complex investment scenario.
You can follow all your investment strategies’ progress in real time through our visualized
dashboard.
We understand your language, whether professional trader lingo or the more commonly
used vocabulary and convert your words into executable investment decisions.
We provide you with smart and built-in optimization to let you refine your investment ideas
on the fly, run predictions and achieve better performance.

Our Offering
White label solution for banks and brokers to enhance their online trading offering.

Looking for Funding
No,but open to meet investors.
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CreditStacks

www.creditsatcks.com

CreditStacks issues premium credit cards to prime, new to
credit customers
Solution at a Glance
CreditStacks issues premium credit cards to prime, new to credit customers. Our
behavioral risk models allow us to identify prime consumers with no financial history in
the U.S and issue them a premium credit card as soon as they enter the credit market. We
help our customers start and build their financial future in the U.S.

Product & Technologies
Our Lightning card is the first premium credit card targeting pre-prime customers. Our
customers start their financial lives with a prime-grade credit card accompanied by a
mobile concierge that teaches them healthy credit habits and helps them build a strong
credit score.

Our Offering
A premium credit card for pre-prime credit customers.

Looking for Funding
No, but open to meet investors.
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Glassbox

www.glassboxdigital.com

Glassbox - Digital Space. Conquered
Solution at a Glance
Glassbox is the next generation Enterprise Digital Insight & Analytics platform that
empowers organizations to manage and optimize the entire digital lifecycle of their web
and mobile Customers.

Product & Technologies
Glassbox informs and facilitates action based on those insights that can lead to enhanced
Customer experience, faster Customer disputes resolution, improved regulatory
compliance and agile IT troubleshooting.

Our Offering
www.glassboxdigital.com/solutions/

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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PayKey

www.paykey.com

PayKey enables banks to provide their users with peer-to-peer
payment options just when they are needed most – while they
are engaged in social interactions
Solution at a Glance
We have created a P2P social payment solution allowing customers of the bank to transfer
money to their friend and family inside any social application or messaging platform they
are currently using.

Product & Technologies
Glassbox informs and facilitates action based on those insights that can lead to enhanced
Customer experience, faster Customer disputes resolution, improved regulatory
compliance and agile IT troubleshooting.

Our Offering
Paykey’s Social Payments keyboard that seamlessly integrates with the bank’s mobile app.

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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Scanovate

www.scanovate.com

Scanovate provides an “all-in-one”,solution to help banks save
money on compliance fees and fines
Solution at a Glance
Scanovate is a mature, globally distributed company that has been profitable for the last
3 years, implemented in banks, Neobanks, loan companies and in the fintech industry in
various countries. We are trusted partners with Deloitte Group, TCS (TATA si) and Temenos,
and have recently won three major awards from Edel Bank, RBS and Temenos in London.

Product & Technologies
Identity management is the up and coming issue preoccupying the fin tech industries,
banks especially. In the future, the biggest asset banks will hold will be the identity of their
clients. This alone is approximately a two trillion dollar market, not to mention the trillions
from other markets. Scanovate aims to simplify and automate identity management,
improve conversion rates and enhance your customer experience while managing the
entire back end processes from A to Z.

Our Offering
Scanovate provides an “all-in-one”,solution to help banks save money on compliance fees
and fines.

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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SecuredTouch

www.securedtouch.com

Leader in Behavioral Biometrics for Mobile Transactions
Solution at a Glance
U-Nique is using behavioral biometrics to verify and authenticate mobile users.

Product & Technologies
Securing mobile devices and applications against potential breaches is still a major issue
because most security breaches occur post authentication using legitimate credentials.
Multiple factors of authentication that tie users to machines, add tokens or biometrics,
and require repeated authentication rather than just at sign-on do of course reduce the
risk, but they tend to add friction to the user experience.
SecuredTouch’s advanced technology eliminates the trade-off between the need for
strong security and a smooth user experience by transparently enforcing continuous
authentication based on behavioral biometrics.

Our Offering
Frictionless authentication solution that either replaces or seamlessly augments existing
validation.

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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Splitit

www.splitit.com

Splitit - converting shoppers into paying customers
Solution at a Glance
Splitit is a unique service that enables consumers to pay for their Retail or Web purchases
using their existing credit cards and divide the total cost across as many interest-free
payments as they choose, without completing a credit application or qualifying for a new
credit line.

Product & Technologies
The first and only installment payment solution offered on shopper’s existing credit cards,
unlike consumer financing solution no credit checks or 3rd party applications required, the
consumer can easily charge any purchase on their existing credit card and pay it back in
monthly interest free installments. Splitit integrates with all major credit card processors
and gateways around the world. Businesses worldwide can offer Splitit installment plans
to consumers from any country and capture business regardless of location.

Our Offering
The first and only installment payment solution offered on shopper’s existing credit cars.

Looking for Funding
Yes.
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ThetaRay

www.thetaray.com

ThetaRay brings a transformational approach to big data analytics,
isolating problems buried beneath big data and pinpointing
opportunities concealed within traditional systems
Solution at a Glance
Revolutionary in its approach, ThetaRay lets math discover meaning in the data without
making any pre-assumptions. Its rule-free approach pinpoints items that matter now and
in the future, mapping them in context, time and location.

Product & Technologies
TheraRay helps financial institutions, cyber security divisions and critical infrastructure
businesses make giant strides in managing risk and generating new growth. With
ThetaRay’s solution, organizations become as resilient as these times require:
safeguarding assets, recovering from setbacks and capturing future growth amid
continuous change.

Our Offering
Thetarays clients obtain measurable value in days and achieve full deployment in a matter
of weeks.

Looking for Funding
No, but open to meet investors.
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WiseSec

www.wisesec.com

BLE based patented technology for Mobile Payment with ANY
smartphone on ANY POS/Payment terminal
Solution at a Glance
WiseSec innovative, BLE based technology, allows ANY smartphone for a wide range
of tapping based solutions (payment, authentication and location based services) on
existing infrastructure (POS, ATM’s, terminals). WiseSec patented technology has multiple
implementations in industries such as: Banking, Retail, Transportation, Government,
Employment

Product & Technologies
WiseSec patented, BLE based, technology, allows Banks/ Acquirers/ Issuers/ Large
retailers/ Payment terminal & POS providers/ Mobile wallet providers, to offer an
advanced Tap-to-Pay/Fare/Access/Reward/Park/Fuel/Meal experience on ANY
smartphone (BLE enabled device, no need for NFC or special SIM card),
WiseSec patented technology (3 patents granted and 3 patents are pending) integrates
with existing infrastructure (POS, ATM’s, turnstiles, terminals, validators, doors, vending
machines, gates etc.) and can be implemented in multiple domains, such as: Banking,
Transportation, Retail, Government, Employment, Healthcare and Defense.

Our Offering
Mobile payment with ANY smartphone on existing infrastructure (POS, ATM, payment
terminal).

Looking for Funding
No, but open to meet investors.
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Mobile & Fintech
Innovation Meet • Connect • Accelerate
October 30-31, 2017
Tel Aviv Convention Center

The Israel Export Institute in collaboration with Israel's Foreign Trade
Administration at the Ministry Economy invites you to take part in one of the
biggest Mobile & Fintech B2B events of the year:
Get exposed to cutting-

Interact with leading

Experience the uniqueness

edge mobile and fintech

innovative Israeli

of Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem

technologies

companies

For registration & further information >
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This publication is for informational purposes only. While every effort has been made
to ensure that the presented information is correct, The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute assumes no responsibility for damages, financial or otherwise,
caused by the information herein.
© August 2017 The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
Production: IEICI Media & Communication Division. Design: Ayala Eylath
www.export.gov.il

